A GUIDE TO SUCCESSFUL REVISION
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INTRODUCTION
This Revision Guide is intended to provide you with some helpful advice on how to revise
and prepare successfully for examinations. Below are some general tips and throughout this
information guide you will find many other suggestions and recommendations to help you.
Below are some general tips:
Preparation is key
Plan to start NOW!
Set Realistic achievable targets
Use the syllabus to structure your revision
Use the revision notes provided by your teachers
Use support groups and help each other to succeed
Make a revision timetable for term time and holidays
Get plenty of sleep, eat healthy and drink plenty of water
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STRENGTHS, MOTIVATIONS, ASPIRATIONS

My strengths are:

The things that I need help with are:

The things that motivate me are:

My goals for year 11:

My aims for next year:

What do I need to do to get there (minimum grades, actions, targets):
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HOLIDAY REVISION TIMETABLE – Example
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Science

Free Time

Cookies and
milk

TREAT
TIME

Morning
Maths

Break - Make
sure it’s brain food

Apple

Morning

Lunch - A
balanced lunch
will help you to
concentrate

English

History

Jacket
potato

Sandwich

Afternoon
Free
Time

Evening

FAMILY
TIME

Free Time

Thursday

Friday

Catch up
with work
or friends

Computer
Science

Surprise
me!

TREAT
TIME

Catch up
with work
or friends

Free Time

Pasta
Salad

Wraps

Surprise
me!

Catch up
with work or
friends

Film

Spanish

Free Time

FAMILY
TIME

FAMILY
TIME

FAMILY
TIME

FAMILY
TIME
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TERM TIME REVISION TIMETABLE - Example

4pm 4.45pm

Break Make sure
it’s brain
food
5pm 5.45pm

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Maths

Science

Revision

Catch up
with
work

Art

Apple

Cookies
and milk

TREAT
TIME

Surprise
me!

TREAT
TIME

History

Revision

Catch up
with
work

Revision

Pasta

Stir Fry

Curry
and Rice

Surprise
me!

Revision

Catch up
with
work

Film

FAMILY
TIME

FAMILY
TIME

FAMILY
TIME

English

Saturday

Sunday

9am 10am
Revision

9am 10am
Revision

12pm1pm
Revision

12pm1pm
Revision

FAMILY
TIME

FAMILY
TIME

Dinner
Jacket
potato
7pm - 8pm

Evening

Spanish

Revision

FAMILY
TIME

FAMILY
TIME
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HOLIDAY REVISION TIMETABLE – Template
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Morning

Break - Make sure it’s brain food

Morning

Lunch - A balanced lunch will help
you to concentrate

Afternoon

Evening
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TERM TIME REVISION TIMETABLE - Template
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Saturday Sunday

4pm - 4.45pm

Break - Make sure it’s
brain food

5pm - 5.45pm

Dinner

7pm - 8pm

Evening
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MONDAY

TUESDAY

THURSDAY

WEDNESDAY

FRIDAY

SUNDAY

SATURDAY

YEAR 11
WEEKLY
REVISION
PLAN

Key areas of revision to focus on this week:
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DAILY CHECKLISTS
Today I will accomplish:
1 Big Thing
Write BIG task here

3 Medium Things

Write MEDIUM tasks here
1.
2.
3.

5 Little Things

Write LITTLE tasks here
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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REVISION TECHNIQUES AND EXAM PREPARATION CHECKLIST

REMEMBER the average person needs to revisit something five times. Give time for it to be
retained in memory.
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REVISION TECHNIQUES AND EXAM PREPARATION
It can take a couple of weeks to understand a new topic at first, but it may only take twenty
minutes to revise it!
So when you want to do your best in your examinations, a little revision goes a long way.
Effective learners do not lose their social lives, friends, health and sanity while revising,
effective learners use the 6 Ps to Revision.
Plan it!
Pace it!
Identify and use preferred learning styles!
Prepare your bodies! Prepare your minds!
Find a place - somewhere that’s quiet!
These revision tips allow you to make the most of the time you spend revising. They show
you how to plan so you get to be a fantastic success in your examinations, and still watch
your favourite TV programmes, go out and stay sane. Be a successful examination
candidate!
Find the best learning style for you.
Find the best place to revise.
Practise jotting down answers and making essay plans.
Practise writing against the clock (within the allocated time) using past exam papers.
Check that you have really answered the question and have not strayed off the point.
Familiarise yourself with past papers (question types, mark
allocation etc.).
Make a timetable for revising.
Carefully select the topics you are going to revise.
Use good quality notes and refine them further, if possible, into lists or diagrams and
transfer them on to index cards.
Keep in touch with other students and practise your academic writing skills in your other
modules. It’s a good idea to form study groups as you can use these
to clarify points you don’t understand.
Practise your handwriting – make sure it’s neat and legible
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RETRIEVAL PRACTICE

14

DUAL CODING

15

SPACED PRACTICE
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INTERLEAVING

17

ELABORATION
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CONCRETE EXAMPLES

MIND MAPS
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SIMPLE BUT EFFECTIVE REVISION TECHNIQUES
❖ READ INTELLIGENTLY
Spend five minutes flipping through a book or your notes looking at headings and
summaries. Then attempt to mind map what you have spotted and what
you can remember.

❖ USE CARDS
Write questions on one side and answers on the other. Then get your family to test
you. Merely creating the cards will help your recall. You can also use
them to test yourself when faced with 'dead' time at bus stops or waiting
for someone.

❖ PHYSICAL LEARNING Use the environment. Use a different room for each subject.
Notice aspects of the environment such as the light or feel of the room - how do you feel
in that place?
Attach your notes to the furniture. Notice their location.
Associate a different location with each subject.
Associate furniture, windows, plants and ornaments with particular topics.
Use your clothes. Associate items of clothing with topics in your learning - a shoe could
represent one aspect of foreign policy; each button on a shirt could represent a
quotation. Clothes with patterns, pockets and buttons are especially useful.
Use parts of your body. Parts of your body are especially helpful as triggers to memory,
as your body will be there in the exam room! For example, each hand could represent an
essay plan – each finger one major topic; each segment of each finger a principal
reference you would use. The fingernails could represent counterarguments; the
knuckles could be associated with relevant quotations.
Use motor memory. Study on the move. If you exercise, associate each movement with
something you wish to remember. To refresh the memory, go through the exercise in
your mind. Writing, drawing and speaking also use motor memory: the fine-muscle
sequence is recorded by the brain.
❖ CONDENSE.
Fitting notes onto one side of paper makes them easier to stomach, so rewrite and cut
down as you go.
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TOP TEN REVISION TIPS
1. Short bursts of revision (30‑40 minutes) are most effective. Your
concentration lapses after about an hour and you need to take a short break
(5‑10 minutes).
2. Find a quiet place to revise ‑ your bedroom, school, the library - and refuse to
be interrupted or distracted.
3. Make sure you don't just revise the subjects and topics you like. Work on your weaker
ones as well.
4. Make your own revision notes because you will remember what you have written down
more easily. Stick key notes to cupboards or doors so you see them every day.
5. Rewrite the key points of your revision notes; read them out loud to yourself. We
remember more than twice as much of what we say aloud than of what we merely read.
6. Use different techniques. Make your own learning maps, use Post‑it notes to write key
words on, create flash cards. Record your notes on tape and listen to them back on
your Walkman. Ask friends and family to test you. Use highlighter pens to mark
important points. Chant or make up a rap song.
7. Practise on past exam papers or revision tests available on the internet
initially do one section at a time and progress to doing an entire paper
against the clock.
8. You will need help at some stage, ask parents, older brothers and sisters, teachers or
friends. If there is a teacher with whom you get on well at school ask for their e‑mail
address so you can clarify points you are unsure of whilst on study leave. Use websites
specifically designed for revision.
9. Don't get stressed out! Eat properly and get lots of sleep!
10.
Believe in yourself and be positive. If you think you can succeed you will; if you
convince yourself that you will fail, that's what will probably happen.
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SUBJECT REVISION RESOURCES
Subject

English
Language

Revision Guide

Purchased from:

All CGP books.

School finance during
the school year or they
can be sourced off the
internet but they will be
twice the price.

English
Language

Snap revision guides

English
Literature

School finance during
the school year or they
can be sourced off the
Mainly CGP books and one internet but they will be
hodder.
twice the price.

English
Literature

Snap revision guides

Amazon or Collins

Additional Information

These are there for all texts
and the language papers

Amazon or Collins

General
English
revision

audiopi.co.uk

Free - school has a
subscription

Login:
northampton@audiopi.co.uk
Password: northampton

Maths

CGP AQA Maths 9-1

Amazon

These will be offered at a
discount to students in Year 11.

Combined
Science

Oxford Revise: AQA GCSE
Combined Science
Higher/Foundation Revision
and Exam Practice CGP Amazon (ISBN-10:
Combined Science
1382004877 or
Higher or Foundation
1382004869)

Biology

Oxford Revise: AQA GCSE
Biology Revision and Exam
Practice Paperback
Amazon (ISBN-10 :
CGP Higher Biology
1382004842)

Chemistry

Oxford Revise: AQA GCSE
Chemistry Revision and
Exam Practice Paperback Amazon (ISBN-10:
CGP Higher Chemistry
1382004850)

Physics

Oxford Revise: AQA GCSE
Physics Revision and Exam
Practice Paperback
Amazon (ISBN-10:
CGP Higher Physics
1382004885)

History

Please speak directly to your subject teacher for more information.

Geography

BBC bitesize book

Amazon: link is on your
google classrooms

EP

AQA Religious Studies A:
Christianity and Buddhism
revision guide

Amazon

Design &
Technology

Please speak directly to your subject teacher for more information.

Film

Please speak directly to your subject teacher for more information.

Food

Please speak directly to your subject teacher for more information.
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Spanish

Collins 9-1 GCSE Spanish
AQA All-in-One Complete
Revision and Practice

Available for purchase
on Amazon.

French

Collins 9-1 GCSE French
AQA All-in-One Complete
Revision and Practice

Available for purchase
on Amazon.

Art

N/A

N/A

Textiles

Please speak directly to your subject teacher for more information.

Sport

CGP BTEC First in Sport:
Study & Exam Practice

CPE

Please speak directly to your subject teacher for more information.

Computer
Science

Please speak directly to your subject teacher for more information.

Drama

OCR GCSE (9-1) Drama

ICT

Please speak directly to your subject teacher for more information.

Music

GCSE Music Edexcel
complete Revision and
practice or Edexcel GCSE
Music Revision Guide
Paperback

Resistant
Materials

Please speak directly to your subject teacher for more information.

Dance

N/A

N/A

School or CGP

Both Available for
purchase on Amazon

Both available on
Amazon

N/A

N/A
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GCSE Science Recommended
Independent Study.
You have recently been provided with a home learning timetable with the expected length of
time students should be spending on each subject at home. In science we largely use
‘Educake’ to assign homework, for the remainder of the expected time allocation we expect
students to complete some independent study. This should involve a mix of:
● Memorising the information on the supplied Knowledge Organisers ● Using videos to
recap key knowledge and take notes.
● Making flashcards and using them to memorise the information
● Answering questions and marking their answers (see below for resources)
● Answering past exam questions and marking their answers (see below for resources)
You should be aware that all students will be studying the AQA exam board specification
There is a vast range of resources to help with home learning and the following are our most
recommended.

Science@NSG website: https://sites.google.com/nsg.northants.sch.uk/nsgscience/home
Our website has a huge range of knowledge organisers, checklists and past exam
questions. There are also links to useful revision websites and guidance for parents.
BBC Bitesize: https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/levels/z98jmp3
BBC Bitesize has course specific notes, model exam questions and short practice tests, ideal
for boosting confidence before trying past papers.
Free Science Lessons: https://www.freesciencelessons.co.uk/
Free science lessons is an excellent resource for short videos which review key content. It is
ideal to use when starting revision to be able to refresh notes and make flashcards.
Physics and maths tutor: https://www.physicsandmathstutor.com/#
This resource has revision notes, key points, worksheets and questions by topic from past
papers for all three sciences.
Oak National Academy: https://classroom.thenational.academy/subjects-by-keystage/keystage-4
Oak Academy provides whole lessons for all science topics. This is ideal for students that
may have missed a lot of school that would like the content covered again.
Educake:
Students are assigned home learning tasks on Educake by their teacher, however students
also have the ability to set their own tests on the platform. This is great for knowledge recall.
Educake provides immediate feedback and will also help students tailor their revision for
areas that require improvement by analysing their performance.
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